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Today we go beyond what Tesla understood but could not show, he understood M but not 

the G, Keshe considers him one of the only scientist who understand up to P, now we go 

beyond.  (:03). A lot of people say their systems don't work, but he says they have started. 

Discuss Alex beads were set up with 2 meters, you all missed it. G is always stronger 

then M, if you don't take enough you have nothing to give. So you have put energy back 

in the Grid, but you are watching meter, and that is feeding back to Grid without 

harvesting anything. You have to condition system first or it will blow up. You're not 

measuring what is going back, depends on Phase. Compare your bill with last year, will 

be 30% lower. Put your load in middle between Unit and meter. Instead you put Meter to 

Unit to Load of 500 watts, so you can't see anything. (:14). So you put another load of 

2000 watts between Unit and meter, the meter reads only 1500 watts, a 30% decrease. 

You can push it to 100% depending on if you have a 3 Phase Grid. If you cascade then up 

to 5 kw.  (:19).  KF is not here to give you these technologies but to take man into deep 

space. Stealing of the books is thieving, this is the habit, you can't understand, the money 

that was to come was to serve the humanity, this was a test, when you steal you lose the 

understanding, you create heavy and become more distant, you stay on Earth.  (:24). 

Takes 3 to 6 months to peak. This system works good for Africa where consumption is 

about 1600 watts, but in West the consumption is higher, put the load on the end. The 

German he matched Tesla, but in G. (:31).  He shows a stacker unit on the table, this 

system saves 30% reduction. You need to add a coil to get full 2 kw reduction. There is 

an overload switch in the PU, to keep from melting wires. (:39).   In Africa it's a service 

to humanity, Alex got malaria and used the system to heal in 3 days. (:43). He connected 

live wire to stacker with Gans, but it excited the P and the wires went to the appliances, 

not a direct live wire to appliances, not excited electrons. It comes from the P wirelessly. 

The wiring of the house is like your neural system. Keshe picks up the same coil used for 

power and is now feeding himself, he decides what he wants to take from it. He holds the 

stacker, the middle core gives to emotion, but you decide what you give and take, the top 

core adds to your soul. Do you need to buy food, by coating the Gans on the N layer you 

decide what you want. (:51).  He holds a 3 stacker, the bottom feeds physicality, middle 

emotion, and top the Soul of U community, which is no hunger, war, etc. How to 

promote man to elevate the soul, stop all the wars. He brought the technology forward 

because the Paris attacks were set up to start a WW III, dead bodies brought in from 

Syria.    (:56).  Now you have the 3 N C coils, but have to connect the soul, put a Crystal 

in the center. Crystal is transparent and equal, it will balance the whole lot, the point on 

the top allow you to share, fill the center with CO2, it will elevate the Soul of Man, if you 

are not afraid to loose your life, all the channel of Peace will link up and cover the whole 

of humanity. They create the tools of war, we create the conditions for Peace, the purpose 

of KF.  (1:01).  A man came to assassinate Keshe today, live on the screen, but 

intelligence found it out, he had no birth certificate, but American passport, you all met 

hem and thought he was a very good man.  This Power Unit is the carrot to get man 

moving. This is the only way to satisfy the greed of man. When you are ready to serve 

humanity, if you can touch the M and G you will not die. If you take too much you'll 

blow up, or give too much dwindle. This is the tester of your behavior, only take a man of 

Peace into space.  (1:15).  Assassin in clothes of a sheep. A message to Mosad don't try to 



assassinate, Peace.  How to fill the Crystal, cut the bottom, drill hole, glue only the outer 

edge so it doesn't block the field flows. You cut diamond with copper disc.   CO2 is the 

main connection of the man carries emotion. Any clean Crystal, but it is the intention. 

(1:22).  The CO2 has to be from the inside. In elevating your own soul, you'll meet the 

Soul of the Christ. This is the first time man is given this opportunity. Test by holding the 

crystal if it shatters then you want to give unconditional, when Keshe holds crystal they 

shatter. (1:26).  When 2 M fields with intention to give come near the force causes them 

to separate to allow all the fields to flow through. The P fields cover the whole planet so 

even the animals become peaceful. (1:30).  Ali wants to show his work with crystal, 

Keshe says he is instigator of the release of the Knowledge, he is using another crystal 

instead of quartz, (salinite ?), to bring the higher consciousness down, inside the coils, 

quartz has a double helix which works with DNA, Ali showed a UFO in his work, he had 

a vision, contact with beings inside the earth, they have Plasma bodies and P bodies.  

(1:36). Someone touched the N Coil wires, first time touched took the full energy and 

then got less and less.    Place one coil on the front of Cancer and another on the back, the 

inner C satisfies the emotion and the outer the physicality, and if you have a death wish 

you will die, otherwise the emotion gets elevated and within seconds the cancer gone.  

(1:40). There will not be any diseases in deep space because disease comes from the 

amalgamation of energy in one point.  Make a P battery and connect it to your N C and 

not electricity, use the P energy, it still does the same. Alex's beads are little batteries.  

You can hold the P Battery in one hand and touch the patient on the other and heal, like a 

health pen. Renan you're out of a job, he replies, "I make a new one sir," beautiful 

devotion.   The Crystal has to be filled with Gans from within, not out side. You use dry 

Gans, or paste even better, but you've restricted the movement of the Gans. Any 

questions or have I managed to silence the greed of man. The enemies of the KF opened 

the PU and put on the Internet, now you've all seen it, take out the Gans in the center and 

put a crystal in the center and contribute to World Peace.   (1:50). Caroline Keshe asks, if 

you make the N C big enough and put yourself in the center, can you be the Gans, 'that is 

the ultimate point of elevation', but you have to be strong to be able to handle not 

knowing what's going to happen to you, or you become clear enough to be transparent 

like a crystal, that it doesn't matter what happens, I elevate the soul of the others, that is 

the ultimate sacrifice, can there be flaws, the intention, 'would your Kidney stand on the 

center or the Liver', 'you have a blessed soul in this room'.   The size of hole in crystal 

doesn't matter that much. (1:55). The flow of a Gans is continuous because it's always 

adjusting itself to the fields of its neighbors.   (1:58).  Cirrhosis of the Liver, the rings 

create the balance in respect to the environment. The cancer or any disease is always 

considered in respect to its environment. You are not targeting the Cancer, but bringing 

balance in respect to the structure, every cell has to find its balance.  (2:02). Mrs. Keshe 

asks, can you place your intent in middle of the Coils without physically being in it? How 

do you do that, this was what The Christ did, but His intention stayed and gets carried 

out. The stronger you release the more comes out. 'That was my start, I've been working 

on it', Keshe, 'my God you've been working on it for 20 odd years'. If you understand you 

don't even need the coils or crystals, but at least its half way. If you become One, you are 

one with the Creator.   Another question, but keshe says, someone connected a wire to 

nail, and foot in salt water and holding plate for 2 hours and created a lot of Gans CO2, 

what was the intention.  (2:05).  Alex tells about soaking feet in Epson slat and getting 



CO2 Gans, after a week it solidified in container, and using different herbs for malaria, 

using the juice and the ashes of it, like a Gans. They have the knowledge of herbs but 

enforcing the Western Medicine on them. Alex made a Gans of Malaria medicine, there 

is no dosage, your body takes what it needs. But if you lock it in then you need more. In 

this medicine you have to satisfy the emotion to get it to work.  (2:21).  Crystal video of 

an old lady N Coated wires in nature and found a crystal and put them together very 

powerful fields, Keshe says the Crystal is in the center of your brain, it's very minute and 

controls everything in your life,  not matter.  (2:28).  Guy from Singapore, they see 

rotating shapes and hexagonal in the Gans, Keshe says, it means 3 different Gans. The 

hexagonal shape comes from interaction of Gans fields, 3 field layers of skin of man, the 

interaction leads to physicality.  (2:32). It took a lot of work to get Alex back, they 

threatened to kill his daughter. Don't get intimidated, collectively we can overcome. 

Hexagonal at North pole of Saturn. Sun flares occur when the Hexagonal collapses and 

energy released.   (2:37).  Need lot of help to Archive the knowledge of Workshops.  This 

N C coil gives you everything you need, you can even put a glass of water near the coils 

that's enough, in center is better it elevates the soul and physicality. Alex made a copy of 

the Cup of Life, adding Gans to the N C, it only has CO2 so it only touches the emotions, 

the Cu rings connect the physicality, it's dangerous as it is unbalanced, the biggest flaw is 

the Cu interacts with the "red Tissues" and neural system.  You can't use Cu for Red 

Tissue to bone. Need to put the Cu down at bottom. Emotional cups should not have any 

Cu. For emotional and sexual problem add Zn, as in oysters, stimulates sex, need to keep 

water in cup for 12 hours, and for 6 months.  (2:53).  When can't get pregnant it's not 

physicality, but insecurity prevents soul from developing, soul has to accept the 

conditions.  The double walled cups filled with CO2 cups, don't use anyone else's cups, 

this is the answer to Parkinson, it's cause is emotional , and sexual dependence, related to 

partner, 'I don't love' or 'I am not loved enough', the behavior defeats itself.   (2:58). 

Draws the Gans filled cup on board, flips upside down, two coils on top, this is the head, 

the body is conversion, storage, cleanup. Kidneys left or right, balance fields, one side 

exit one side entry, if K stones you need to reduce field, to take from the kidney, its all in 

the CONDITIONS, you change the environment change the illness.  (3:06).  Should ask 

the Uncle what does he want, does he want to live longer, breathe through the cup for 

lungs for the emotions, drink for the physicality. Use a straw to drink from bottom up, 

fields from bottom up. Blood carries emotion, Lymph the physicality. If the disease is 

based on the physical tissues Liver, Stomach, whatever, use CuO2. Why is Lymph clear, 

highly potential energy is clear.  Any Cancers use K and Ca, without failure, Ca is bone, 

K has greater MG and changes the fields of cancer. The lymph carries the full spectrum 

of every element of the man, (3:13).  If I am unhappy with my son, I don't want to create 

any more children, son, where do I create children form testicles, unconscious stopping 

flow to prostate. To solve the prostate, you go to the emotion that whatever is created is 

perfect even though it doesn't match my idea. Then there is no problem. Likewise, in 

women, don't like your daughter, the Ca and womb. Understand the source don't need 

operations.  In Space you come across a 3rd arm coming out, because in that environment 

you need 3 arms. Study the totality.   (3:18).  Ceramics are part of this earth, if 

understood could eliminate disease on earth, how you fire it, etc. Ceramic around the 

coils.  EXPLAINS why CO2 is emotional part, 2 rings, outer is atmosphere of earth 

where COHN are formed, the physical earth has no C or O, but Fe, Cu etc., CO2 is 



connected to the AA and the emotional part, it touches man, plant, animal, without the 

physical part. When COHN connects with Fe get Hemoglobin, Mg get Chlorophyll, in 

ocean get fish, etc. CO2 interacts with them all. Alex interacts with the energy transfer of 

CO2.  NASA and Google announced creation of quantum computer and artificial 

intelligence, Darpa has a 200 billion budget of NASA black money, Google owned by 

Illuminati. Marco is building AI downstairs, you have to connect to it to get what you 

want.    (3:24). Question, if the mind is the determining factor with communication with 

Plasma, I should spend half my time developing a clear mind? "you decide".  The 

technologies are limited to my own mind. "I have been saying for a long time, every man 

takes from his own intelligence, it doesn't come from how much I understand, but how 

much I am prepared to share unconditionally".  We have seen this with Alex how he 

progresses. When you are selfish then you get tired and exhausted and can't receive 

much.    Start using the PU as we discussed today, connecting on the other side, what you 

give back in generosity, you'll start seeing "results".  The coils and P were decoys to get 

you to understand the P and how U works. And how you can use these rings to create 

water and power. You can hold them and absorb energy, in normal physics you should 

get electrocuted.   Beware of the enemies of humanity, they have been paid to disrupt the 

KF, one person disappeared in Austria, Alex was brave enough to come out, Keshe 

removed from Wikipedia. Stay strong and use the Technology for understanding Peace. 

Or it will be forced on you from the strength of your emotion.  

 


